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56. Respondents’ unauthorized use of the Jeep Trade Dress and confusingly similar

imitations thereof in connection with the Accused Products is likely to cause confusion and

mistake and to deceive potential consumers and the public as to the source, origin, sponsorship or

approval of Respondents’ non-Jeep®brand vehicle or as to affiliation, connection, or association

between Respondents or their vehicles and FCA or its vehicles. Respondents’ marketing promotes

the Accused Productas being “modeled” on the “Willys Jeep®”and FCA’s predecessor vehicles,

making it more likely that consumers will draw a false association between the Accused Products

and FCA. _

57. Upon infonnation and belief, Respondents’ infringement is willful in that

Respondents know that they do not have the right to use the Jeep Trade Dress in the United States.

Respondents are further capitalizing on the goodwill and reputation associated with the Jeep Trade

Dress.

58. Respondents’ actions constitute trade dress infringement in violation of Section 43

of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § ll25(a) et set].

59. Respondents’ unauthorized use of the Jeep Trade Dress has caused and, unless

stopped through an exclusion order, will continue to cause great and irreparable substantial injury

to FCA, the Jeep®brand, the Jeep Trade Dress, and to the business and goodwill represented and

protected by them.

B. Federal Trademark Infringement of Registered Marks 15U.S.C.
-§ 1114

60. FCA owns all right, title, and interest in the Jeep Design Marks and has standing to

bring an action for trademark infringement under the United States Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1051

et seq. and common law.
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61. Without authorization, Respondents are using FCA’s Jeep Design Marks or

confusingly similar imitations thereof in connection with the marketing and sale of Accused

Products.

62. Respondents’ unauthorized use of the Jeep Design Marks and confusingly similar

imitations thereof in connection with the Accused Products is likely to cause confusion and

mistake and to deceive potential consumers and the public as to the source, origin, sponsorship or

approval of Respondents’ non-Jeep®brand vehicle or as to affiliation, connection, or association

between Respondents or their vehicles and FCA or its vehicles.

63. Respondents’ actions constitute trademark infringement of registered marks in

violation of Section 32 of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1114(1).

64. Respondents’ unauthorized use of FCA’s Jeep Design Marks has caused and, unless

stopped through an exclusion order, will continue to cause substantial injury to FCA, the Jeep®

brand, the Jeep Design Marks, and to the business and goodwill represented thereby.

C. Federal Trademark Dilution 15 U.S.C. § 1125(Q

65. As previously stated, FCA owns all right, title, and interest in the Jeep Design

Marks and Jeep Trade Dress and has standing to bring an action for trademark dilution under the

United States Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1051 et seq. and common law.

66. The Jeep Design Marks and Jeep Trade Dress are distinctive and famous.

67. FCA has extensively used and promoted the Jeep Design Marks and Jeep Trade

Dress for decades. FCA has expended substantial stuns in marketing in connection with the marks,

sold millions of products in connection with them, and obtained multiple trademark registrations

for them. The Jeep Design Marks and Jeep Trade Dress are widely recognized as FCA’s source

identifiers, exclusively associated with FCA by the general consuming public throughout the

United States.
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68. Respondents’ use of the Jeep Design Marks and Jeep Trade Dress and confusingly

similar imitations thereof in ‘connection with non-Jeep“? brand vehicles is likely to lessen the

distinctiveness of, and to dilute, FCA’s famous marks.

69. Respondents’ use of the Jeep Design Marks and Jeep Trade Dress and confusingly

similar imitations thereof in connection with non-Jeep®brand vehicles is likely to tamish FCA’s

famous marks. ‘

70. Respondents’ actions therefore constitute trademark dilution in violation of Section

43(c) ofthe Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § ll25(c).

D. Federal Unfair Competition and Infringement of Common Law
Rights 15 U.S.C. § 11251211

71. In addition to its registered trademark rights, FCA owns strong rights in its Jeep

Design Marks based on use and recognition of them, under Section 43(a) of the United States

Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a).

72. Respondents’ unauthorized use of the Jeep Design Marks or confusingly similar

imitations of them is likelyeto cause confusion or mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation,

connection, or association of Respondents and their non-Jeep® brand vehicle with FCA or its

vehicles,‘or as to the origin, sponsorship, or approval of Respondents and their non-Jeep® brand

vehicle by FCA.

73. Consumers are likely to be confused that Respondents’ Accused Products are

associated with the Jeep®brand or authorized by FCA not only because of Respondents’ use of

the Jeep Design Marks, but also because of Respondents’ marketing. Most significantly,

Respondents exacerbate likely confiision by promoting their vehicle as bearing the Jeep ~IPthat

FCA owns, touting their vehicle as being “modeled” on the “Wi1lysJeep®”. Respondents are thus
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promoting their vehicle as being associated with FCA’s predecessor and the Jeep IP to which FCA

owns exclusive rights as successor.

74. Respondents’ actions constitute unfair competition in violation of Section 43(a) of

the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1l25(a).'

75. Respondents’ tmauthorized use of the Jeep Design Marks has caused and, unless

stopped through an exclusion order, will continue to cause substantial injury to FCA, the Jeep®

brand, the Jeep IP, and to the business and goodwill represented thereby.

VI. SPECIFIC INSTANCES OF IMPORTATION AND SALE

76. Upon infonnation and belief, Respondents import, sell for importation, and/or sell

within the United States after importation the Accused Products.

77. Upon infonnation and belief, the Accused Products are currently being sold in

dealerships across the United States. See Exhibits 32 and 33. At present, FCA is unable to quantify

the volume of imports, of sales for importation, and of sales afler importation of the Accused

Products in the United States. FCA is aware that the number of dealerships in the United States

that sell the Accused Products has increased.

78. FCA has not purchased an Accused Product, but news reports state that the Accused

Products are manufactured in India by Respondent Mahindra India and are then imported into the

United States as KD kits and assembled into a final product in Michigan by Respondent Mahindra

NA. Seellixhibit 34. _

79. The circumstantial evidence of importation of Accused Products by Respondents

includes at least the following: '

(i) As reported in Jalopnik on March 3, 2018, Respondents have stated that the

Accused Products are imported into the United States as KD kits from India.

See Exhibit 24.
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(vi)
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Media reports published in early March 2018 show that the Accused

Product will be assembled in the United States using KD kits imported from

India. See Exhibit 35.

Respondent Mahindra NA allows consumers to customize and shop for

Accused Products on, at least, their own website called

wwwroxoroffroad.com/build-vehicle.com. See Exhibit 36. Respondent

Mahindra NA’s website then directs consumers to local dealerships where

they can purchase the customized product.

On March, 2, 2018, Respondent Mahindra NA published a press release

showing that Respondents have established contracts for sale of the

Accused Products across over 200 dealerships in the United States. See

Exhibit 37.

Respondents have shown the Accused Product at an official unveiling and

release event in the United States on March 2, 2018. See Exhibit 37.

Respondent Mahindra NA is currently selling the Accused Product in

dealerships across the United States. For example, the Accused Products

are currently available to be purchased from Coleman PowerSports, a

dealership located in Virginia, see Exhibit 32, and from Ball Equipment, a

dealership located in Michigan. See Exhibit’33.

Respondents have made the Accused Product available for media reviews

and test drives in the United States. For instance, the Accused Products

were offered for test drives and reported about in an article published by

CarT0q on March 20, 2018. See Exhibit 38.
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80. Figure 7 below shows representative examples of the Accused Products assembled

in Respondent Mahindra NA’s facility in the United States.

(‘"77 "'—‘D D' M '~"‘ ‘T’ ' ' '_"'*-T__"T.

J»

-.._ __,,_, ., _,_, __,_ _,

FIGURE 7 —Respondents’ Accused Products in U.S. Facility

VII. THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

81. A domestic industry exists in the United States in accordance with 19. U.S.C. §

1337 (a)(l)(A) with respect to the articles protected by the Jeep Trade Dress.

82. A domestic industry, as defined by 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(2), exists with respect to

FCA’s activities in the United States related to articles protected by the Jeep Design Marks by

reasons of FCA’s (a) significant investment in plant and equipment, (b) significant employment of

labor and capital, and (c) substantial investment in the exploitation of engineering activities,

research and development activities, licensing, design quality control, and product support.

A. Complainant’s Investments in the DomesticIndustrv

1. Complainant’s Domestic Investments In the Production of the
Jeep® Wrangler@ Vehicles Since 2006

83. Each of the registrations for the Jeep Design Marks protects the Jeep® Wrangler®

vehicles because the designs that appear on the vehicles create the same commercial impression

as the designs in the registrations.
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® ler®takes place in the Toledo Assembly Complex84. Production of the Jeep Wrang

owned and operated by FCA.

' l des two facilities: Toledo South and Toledo85. The Toledo Assembly Complex lI1Cu _

North.

' ' trnents in plant and equipment in the86. FCA has made significant domestic !I1V€S

th roduction of the Wrangler®vehicles.Toledo North and Toledo South facilities for e p

D ' f labor in the Toledo North and87. FCA has made a significant domestic employment 0

Toledo South facilities for the production of the Wrangler®vehicles.

' s and investments described above are explained in detail in88. The domestic activitie

the Declaration of Michael DiMambro, attached as Confidential Exhibit 39, which also contains

information relevant to 19 C.F.R. § 210.l2(8).

' ' In the Production of the2. C0mplainant’s Domestic Investments
' l and Exploitation of the Jeep TradeCJ66 Concept Vehic e

Dress and Jeep Design Marks Embodied lll the CJ66

' d the89. FCA has made significant domestic investments in a concept vehicle calle

8 below is an image of the Jeep®CJ66 concept vehicle that embodies and isJeep® CJ66. Figure

Dress and Jeep Design Marks.therefore protected by the Jeep Trade

—FCA’s J eep®CJ66 ConceptFIGURE 8 Vehicle
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90. FCA built the Jeep® CJ66 concept vehicle to promote the Jecp®Wrangler® line of

vehicles using the Jeep IP. FCA uses and invests in the Jeep®CJ66 concept vehicle domestically

by transporting it to tradeshows and events throughout the United States, including the following

events:

0 SEMA (Specialty Equipment Manufacturers Association)

0 North American International Auto Show

0 Autorama

0 The Chicago Auto Show

0 Moab Easter Jeep Safari

0 2017 Midwest Mopar

0 Carlisle Mopar V

0 PDO (Product Design Office) Cars & Coffee

0 2018 PDO Dome Show

91. TheJeep®CJ66conceptvehiclewasbuiltdomestically—

— and revealed at the 2016 SEMA show in Las Vegas. Informationdetailing the

investment in the Jeep®CJ66 concept vehicle is provided in Confidential Exhibit 40.

3. Complainant’s Licensees’ Domestic Investments In the
Production of J eep®CJ Replacement Components

92. FCA has authorized third parties to produce replacement components for the Jeep®

CJ.
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B. C0mplainant’s Current Useof the Jeep IP

93. FCA’s Jeep® Wrangler® and FCA’s CJ66 vehicles incorporate and display the

designs covered by the Jeep IP. Replacement components produced by FCA’s licensees Classic

Enterprises and Omix-ADA incorporate and display, or are incorporated onto vehicles that

incorporate and display, the designs covered by the Jeep IP. FCA uses the Jeep LPin commerce

in connection with the marketing and sale of its vehicles. See Exhibit 41. FCA also uses the Jeep

IP in commerce in connection with licensed merchandise, for example, radio-controlled and die

cast toy vehicle replicas, videogames, apparel, tumblers, and mugs.

VIII. INJURY TO DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

94. ' Respondents’ unlawful importation and sale of the Accused Products has the threat

or effect of causing substantial injury to the domestic industry, at least by reason of: (a)

Respondents’ foreign cost advantages and production capabilities, (b) the ability of the Accused

Products to undersell the Jeep® Wrangler®, (c) Respondents’ substantial foreign manufacturing

capacity combined with its demonstrated intention to penetrate the United States market, and (d)

harm to FCA’s goodwill and business reputation.

95. Respondents have foreign cost advantages and production capabilities. Respondent

Mahindra India manufactures the Accused Products in India with significant foreign cost

advantages as compared to the domestic market, and ships KD kits to Respondent Mahindra NA

for final assembly. In addition, Respondent Mahindra India, part of a $19 billion company that

claims to be “lndia’s largest utility vehicle manufacturer,” see Exhibit 42, has substantial capacity

to produce the Accused Products (either in KD kits or final assembled products). See Exhibit 43.

96. The Accused Products have the ability to undersell the Jeep® vehicles. The

Accused Products are offered for sale at a lower price point than a Jeep®Wrangler®. And because

FCA’s vehicles and the Accused Products are both used for off-road activities, consumers who
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associate the Accused Products with the Jeep®brand may choose to purchase the less expensive

alternative presented by the Accused Products, thereby depriving FCA of sales.

_97. Respondents have substantial foreign manufacturing capacity and have

demonstrated an intention to penetrate the United States market. As stated above, Respondent

Mahindra lndia has substantial capacity to produce the Accused Products. In preparation for the

launch of the Accused Products in the United States market, Respondents reportedly made

significant investments in the United States, including a 150,000 square foot assembly plant,

warehouse, and logistics operation in Michigan, asiwell as the development of a comprehensive

dealer network. See Exhibit 43. According to a Mahindra NA press release from November 20,

2017, Respondents grew their presence across 400,000 square feet in three Detroit area facilities

and tripled its North American workforce over the past 18 months. By 2020, Respondents plan to

utilize another $600 million to continue their penetration of the United States market. As noted

by the Mahindra Group Chairman, Anand Mahindra, these investments “represents our company’s

growing presence in North America.” See Exhibit 44. These investments demonstrate

Respondents’ intent to penetrate the United States market.

98. Respondents’ importation and sale of the Accused Products is likely to harm FCA’s

goodwill and business reputation. FCA has invested heavily in use of the Jeep IP to build the

Jeep®brand and relies on the continued distinctiveness of the Jeep IP to identify FCA vehicles to

consumers. FCA has spent hundreds of millions of dollars in marketing to cultivate its brand

image. FCA, however, cannot control its brand image once the Accused Products are associated

with it. Loss of control over its trade dress harms FCA’s goodwill and reputation because it pemiits

Accused Products to be built to standards and specifications other than FCA’s.
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99. Consumers who associate the Accused Products with the Jeep® brand will

mistakenly attribute to FCA defects or negative impressions that they develop respecting the

Accused Products, thereby harming FCA’s reputation and the intangible goodwill associated with

its brand. There is a substantial threat that consumers will perceive the Accused Products as having

quality issues, as not being as durable and off-road capable as expected for Ieep® brand vehicles,

or as simply not worth the price being charged for them. And although Respondents categorize

them as utility vehicles (“UTVs”), the Accused Products do not look like typical UTVs. They are

larger and heavier than typical 2-seat UTVs, and instead are roughly the size of one of the Jeep®

C] models. Based on its appearance and size, consumers may not exercise the standard of care

required for operating the Accused Product. Because of the likelihood of consumer confusion with

the Jeep®brand, reports of injuries to users of the Accused Products are likely to be associated

with the Jeep® brand. These factors will result in a negative consumer impression of the Jeep®

brand that can lead to lost sales and diminishment of the value of FCA’s substantial investment in

its plant and equipment and brand perception.

100. In addition, FCA has extended the Jeep® brand and Jeep [P to a vast array of

licensed products, including Jeep®Wrangler® motorized ride-on toys and Jeep® brand battery

powered go-karts. As a result, consumers have long been accustomed to expecting that products

in different categories, including vehicles that are not standard highway passenger vehicles, that

include the Jeep IP to be authorized by the famous Jeep®brand. For this reason, it is highly likely

that consumers will associate their negative impressions of the Accused Products with the Jeep®

brand.
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IX. HARMONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULE

101. Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 21O.12(a)(3), FCA is currently unaware of the Harmonized

Tariff Schedule itemized numbers under which the Accused Products, including the KD kits, have

been imported into the United States.

X. RELATED LITIGATION

102. Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 210. 12(5), FCA states that to date, Respondents’ unlawful

and unfair acts as detailed herein have not been subject to any other court or agency litigation.

XI. RELIEF RE! QUESTED

WHEREFORE, by reason of the foregoing, Complainant FCA US LLC respectfully

requests that the United States Intemational Trade Commission: '

(a) institute an investigation pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as

amended, 19U.S.C. § 1337, with respect to Respondents’ violations of that section

based on the importation into the United States, sale for importation, and/or the sale

within the United States after importation of Respondents’ Accused Products that

infringe or dilute the Jeep IP;

(b) set a target date of no more than fifteen months;

(c) schedule and conduct a hearing on permanent relief pursuant to 19U.S.C. § 1337(c)

for the purposes of receiving evidence and hearing argument concerning whether

there has been a violation of Section 337, and following the hearing, to determine

that there has been a violation of Section 337;

(d) issue a limited exclusion order, pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § l337(d) forbidding entry

into the United States of Respondents’ Accused Products that infringe or dilute the

Jeep IP;
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(e) issue cease and desist orders, pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1337(f), prohibiting

Respondents and their related companies or divisions from conducting any of the

following activities in the United States: importing, selling, marketing, advertising,

distributing, transferring, and/or soliciting U.S. agents or distributors for, Accused

Products that infringe or dilute the Jeep IP; and

(f) issue such other and further relief as the Commission deems just and proper under

the law, based upon the facts determined by the investigation and the authority of

the Commission.

Dated: August l, 2018 es ully submitted,

\

Fr c. Cimino, Jr.
Me n S. Woodworth
Andr w F. Pratt

Taylo G. Sachs
VENA LE LLP ,
600 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20001
Telephone: (202) 344-4569'
Facsimile: (202) 344-8300
Counselfor Complainant FCA USLLC

Judith A. Powell
KILPATRICK TOWNSEND &
STOCKTON LLP
1100 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 2800
Atlanta, GA 30309
Telephone: (404) 815-6433
Facsimile: (404) 541-3347
Counselfor Complainant FCA USLLC
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

In the Matter of 
9 Investigation No.337-TA-_

CERTAIN MOTORIZED VEHICLES AND 
COMPONENTS THEREOF

COMPLAINANT’S STATEMENT ON THE PUBLIC INTEREST

Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.8(b), Complainant FCA US LLC submits this Statement

on the Public Interest regarding the remedial orders Complainant is seeking against the proposed

Respondents identified in its concurrently-filed Complaint (collectively referred to as

“Respondents”). In that Complaint, Complainant seeks exclusion orders and cease and desist

orders against certain motorized vehicles and components thereof (the “Accused Products”) that

violate Complainant’s common law and federally registered trademark and trade dress rights,

including but not limited to U.S. Trademark Registration Nos. 4,272,873, 2,862,487, 2,161,779,

2,794,553, 4,043,984 (collectively, “Jeep IP”). Remedial orders directed to the Accused Products

would not have an adverse effect on the public health or public welfare in the United States,

competitive conditions in the U.S. economy, the production of like or directly competitive articles

in the United States, or on U.S. consumers. Rather, protecting Complainant’s intellectual property

rights and investments in their domestic industries via the requested remedial orders will serve the

public interest while having little or no adverse effect on the public interest.

I. THE REQUESTED REMEDIAL ORDERS ARE IN ACCORD WITH THE
PUBLIC INTEREST

A strong public interest in enforcing intellectual property rights has long been recognized

by the Commission. See, e.g., Certain Baseband Processor Chips and Chipsets, Transmitter

1
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and Receiver (Radio) Chips, Power Control Chips, and Products Containing Same, Including

Cellular Telephone Handsets, lnv. No. 337-TA-543, USITC Pub. 4258, at 136-37 (Oct. 2011).

(1) Explanation of how the articles potentially subject to the requested
remedial orders are used in the United States (Rule 210.8(b)(1))

The Accused Products at issue in the Complaint are certain motorized vehicles, kits and

assemblies for motorized vehicles, and replacement and aftermarket components for such

motorized vehicles. The Accused Products are being promoted to U.S. consumers as off-road

vehicles equipped with a 4-cylinder turbo-diesel engine and an automotive 5-speed manual

transmission. The Accused Products are manufactured in India and imported into the United States

by one or more Respondents, in the form of knocked down kits. The kits are then assembled by

Respondents at an assembly plant in the United States, from which they are or will be distributed

to retailers or customers throughout the United States.

(2) Identification of any public health, safety, or welfare concerns relating to
the requested remedial orders (Rule 210.8(b)(2))

There are no health, safety, or welfare concems at issue in this investigation with respect

to the exclusion of Respondents’ Accused Products from the United States. The Accused

Products are motorized vehicles that have not previously raised concems of the Commission

conceming public health, safety, or welfare, and there are no special circumstances here that

would support a different result. See, e.g., Certain Radio Control Hobby Transmitters and

Receivers and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-763, Notice of Issuance of Limited

Exclusion Order (Sept. 27, 2011). Nor would the issuance ofthe exclusion and cease and desist

orders requested in this investigation adversely affect competitive conditions in the U.S.

economy, the production of like or directly competitive articles in the United States, or U.S.

consumers. Exclusion of the Accused Products would not implicate the public interest.
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The Accused Products infringe the Jeep IP and are likely to cause confusion and mistake

and to deceive potential consumers and the public as to the source, origin, sponsorship, or approval

of the Accused Products, or as to the affiliation, connection, or association between Respondents

and their vehicles on one hand, and Complainant and its vehicles on the other. Thus, the public

welfare Favorsthc protection of the Jeep IP for the sake of U.S. consumers. See, e.g., Moseley v.

VSecrel Catalogue, Inc., 537 U.S. 418, 428 (2003) (“Infringement law protects consumers from

being misled by the use of the infringing marks and also protects producers from unfair practices

by an ‘imitating competitor.”’).

(3) Identification of like or directly competitive articles that Complainant, its
licensees, or third parties make that would replace the subject articles if
they were to be excluded (Rule 2l0.8(b)(3))

The Accused Products comprise a subset of the overall motorized vehicle market, as well

as the motorized vehicle market for off-road use. Many like or directly competitive motorized

vehicles are therefore available to replace the Accused Products, if excluded. For example, one

publicly available source recently compared the Accused Products to “the competition,” which

included two non-infringing alternative off-road motorized vehicles manufactured and sold

throughout the United States by third parties Polaris and Can-Am, as well as a vehicle produced

by Complainant. See https://www.off-road.com/blog/2018/03/05/how-much-does-the-mahindra

roxor-cost/.

(4) Identification of whether the Complainant, its licensees,and/or third
parties have the capacity to replace the volume of articles subject to the
requested remedial orders in a commercially reasonable time in the United
States (Rule 210.8(b)(4)) '

As stated above, Complainant believes that many non-infringing motorized vehicles are
. , »

available from various sources. Complainant is not aware of the manufacturing capacity of these

third parties; however, the Accused Products have been available in the United States for a short
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period of time, and it is therefore likely that the volume of articles subject to remedial orders is

readily replaceable in a commercially reasonable time. Moreover, Respondents would be free

to continue to import and sell their motorized vehicles if the designs were modified not to violate

the Jeep IP. _

(5) The requested remedial orders will not adversely impact U.S. consumers
(Rule 210.8(b)(5)) *

As explained above, the exclusion of the Accused Products by way of an exclusion order

and/or cease and desist order, would not adversely affect U.S. consumers. Complainant is aware

of no evidence that demand for the Accused Products could not be met by legitimate competitors

who do not infringe the Jeep IP. In sum, U.S. consumers would continue to have available to them

a wide variety of motorized vehicles, including off-road motorized vehicles, at various price points

and with various options. The exclusion of the recently introduced Accused Products will not

negatively impact U.S. consumers.

II. CONCLUSION ' .

If the Commission grants the requested remedial orders, the public interest will be served.

The Accused Products are not "necessaryto any health or welfare need, and an adequate supply of

substitute vehicles is and will be available. Thus, the strong public interest in protecting

Complainant’s valid intellectual property rights outweighs any potential adverse impact on the

public.

Dated: August 1, 2018 es ctfull submitted,

Frank C. mino, Jr.
Megan S. Woodworth ~
Andre F. Pratt
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